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Abstract

First-order methods have been studied for
nonlinear constrained optimization within
the framework of the augmented Lagrangian
method (ALM) or penalty method. We pro-
pose an improved inexact ALM (iALM) and
conduct a unified analysis for nonconvex prob-
lems with either affine equality or nonconvex
constraints. Under certain regularity con-
ditions (that are also assumed by existing
works), we show an Õ(ε−

5
2 ) complexity result

for a problem with a nonconvex objective and
affine equality constraints and an Õ(ε−3) com-
plexity result for a problem with a nonconvex
objective and nonconvex constraints, where
the complexity is measured by the number of
first-order oracles to yield an ε-KKT solution.
Both results are the best known. The same-
order complexity results have been achieved
by penalty methods. However, two different
analysis techniques are used to obtain the
results, and more importantly, the penalty
methods generally perform significantly worse
than iALM in practice. Our improved iALM
and analysis close the gap between theory and
practice. Numerical experiments on noncon-
vex problems with affine equality or noncon-
vex constraints are provided to demonstrate
the effectiveness of our proposed method.
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1 INTRODUCTION

First-order methods (FOMs) have been extensively
used for solving large-scale optimization problems,
partly due to its nice scalability. Compared to second-
order or higher-order methods, FOMs generally have
much lower per-iteration complexity and much lower re-
quirement on machine memory. A majority of existing
works on FOMs focus on problems without constraints
or with simple constraints, e.g., (Nesterov, 2013; Beck
and Teboulle, 2009; Ghadimi and Lan, 2016; Carmon
et al., 2018; Lu et al., 2020a). Several recent works
have made efforts on analyzing FOMs for problems
with complicated functional constraints, e.g., (Yu and
Neely, 2017; Lin et al., 2018, 2019; Xu, 2019, 2020; Lu
and Zhou, 2018; Li and Qu, 2019).

In this paper, we consider nonconvex problems with
(possibly nonlinear) equality constraints, formulated as

f∗0 := min
x∈Rn

{
f0(x) := g(x)+h(x), s.t. c(x) = 0

}
, (1)

where g is continuously differentiable but possibly non-
convex, h is closed convex but possibly nonsmooth,
and c = (c1, . . . , cl) : Rn → Rl is a vector function
with continuously differentiable components. Note that
an inequality constraint d(x) ≤ 0 can be equivalently
formulated as an equality constraint d(x) + s = 0 by
enforcing the nonnegativity of s. In addition, the sta-
tionary conditions of an inequality-constrained problem
and its reformulation can be equivalent, as we will see
later at the end of Section 3. Hence, we do not lose gen-
erality by focusing on equality-constrained problems in
the form of (1). A large class of nonlinear constraint
problems can be covered by our formulation. Exam-
ples include Neyman-Pearson classification with type-I
error (Neyman and Pearson, 1933), resource allocation
with nonlinear budgets (Katoh and Ibaraki, 1998), and
quadratically constrained quadratic program.

1.1 Related works

The augmented Lagrangian method (ALM) is one of
the most popular approaches for solving nonlinear con-
strained problems. It first appeared in (Powell, 1969;
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Hestenes, 1969). Based on the augmented Lagrangian
(AL) function, ALM alternatingly updates the primal
variable by minimizing the AL function and the La-
grangian multiplier by dual gradient ascent. If the mul-
tiplier is fixed to zero, then ALM reduces to a standard
penalty method. Early works often used second-order
methods, such as the Newton’s method, to solve primal
subproblems of ALM. With the rapid increase of prob-
lem size in modern applications and/or existence of
non-differentiable terms, second-order methods become
extremely expensive or even inapplicable. Recently,
more efforts have been made on integrating first-order
solvers into the ALM framework and analyzing the
AL-based FOMs.

For convex affinely-constrained problems, (Lan and
Monteiro, 2016) presents an AL-based FOM that can
produce an ε-KKT point with O(ε−1| log ε|) gradient
evaluations and matrix-vector multiplications. This
result was extended to convex conic programming (Lu
and Zhou, 2018; Aybat and Iyengar, 2013) and to con-
vex nonlinear constrained problems (Li and Xu, 2020; Li
and Qu, 2019). When an ε-optimal solution is desired,
O(ε−1) complexity results have been established for
AL-based FOMs in several works, e.g., (Xu, 2019, 2017;
Ouyang et al., 2015; Li and Qu, 2019; Nedelcu et al.,
2014). For strongly-convex problems, the complexity
results can be respectively improved to O(ε−

1
2 | log ε|)

for an ε-KKT point and O(ε−
1
2 ) for an ε-optimal solu-

tion; see (Li and Xu, 2020; Li and Qu, 2019; Xu, 2019;
Nedelcu et al., 2014; Necoara and Nedelcu, 2014) for
example.

For nonconvex problems with affine equality con-
straints, (Jiang et al., 2019) can find an ε-KKT solution
to a similar variant of our problem (1) with Õ(ε−2)
complexity. Also, (Zhang and Luo, 2020) achieved
O(ε−2) complexity for nonconvex smooth problems
with polyhedral constraints. However, both of their
analysis heavily exploited the affinity of c(·) and didn’t
include the case of nonconvex c(·).

For problems with nonconvex constraints, early works
designed and analyzed FOMs in the framework of a
penalty method. (Cartis et al., 2011) first presents
an FOM for minimizing composite functions and then
applies it to nonlinear constrained nonconvex optimiza-
tion within the framework of an exact-penalty method.
To obtain an ε-KKT point, the FOM by Cartis et al.
(2011) needs O(ε−5) gradient evaluations. A follow-up
paper by Cartis et al. (2014) gives a trust-region based
FOM and shows an O(ε−2) complexity result to pro-
duce an ε-Fritz-John point, which is weaker than an
ε-KKT point. On solving affinely-constrained noncon-
vex problems, (Kong et al., 2019) gives a quadratic-
penalty-based FOM and establishes an O(ε−3) com-
plexity result to obtain an ε-KKT point. When Slater’s

condition holds, Õ(ε−
5
2 ) complexity results have been

shown in (Li and Xu, 2020; Lin et al., 2019), which
consider nonconvex problems with nonlinear convex
constraints. While the FOMs in (Li and Xu, 2020; Lin
et al., 2019) are penalty-based, the recent work (Melo
et al., 2020) proposes a first-order proximal ALM for
affinely-constrained nonconvex problems and obtains
an Õ(ε−

5
2 ) result.

Besides AL and penalty-based FOMs, several other
FOMs have been designed to solve nonlinear-
constrained problems, such as the level-set FOM by
Lin et al. (2018) and the primal-dual method by Yu
and Neely (2016) for convex problems. FOMs have also
been proposed for minimax problems. For example,
(Hien et al., 2017; Hamedani and Aybat, 2018) study
FOMs for convex-concave minimax problems, and (Lu
et al., 2019; Lu et al., 2020b; Lin et al., 2020) ana-
lyzes FOMs for nonconvex-concave minimax problems.
While a nonlinear-constrained optimization problem
can be formulated as a minimax problem, its KKT
conditions are stronger than the stationarity conditions
of a nonconvex-concave minimax problem, because the
latter with a compact dual domain cannot guarantee
primal feasibility. Therefore, stationarity of a minimax
problem in (Lin et al., 2020) does not imply primal
feasibility of our problem.

1.2 Contributions

Our contributions are three-fold. First, we propose a
novel FOM in the framework of inexact ALM (iALM)
for nonconvex optimization problems with nonlinear
(possibly nonconvex) constraints. Due to nonlinearity
and large-scale, it is impossible to exactly solve primal
subproblems of ALM, and the iALM instead solves
each subproblem approximately to a certain desired
accuracy. Different from existing works on iALMs,
we use an inexact proximal point method (iPPM) to
solve each ALM subproblem. The use of iPPM leads
to more stable numerical performance and also bet-
ter theoretical results. Second, we conduct complexity
analysis to the proposed iALM. Under a regularity con-
dition, we obtain an Õ(ε−

5
2 ) result if the constraints

are convex and an Õ(ε−3) result if the constraints
are nonconvex. This yields a substantial improvement
over the best known complexity results of AL-based
FOMs, Õ(ε−3) (Li and Xu, 2020) and Õ(ε−4) (Sahin
et al., 2019) (see Remark 1) respectively for the afore-
mentioned convex and nonconvex constrained cases.
While quadratic-penalty-based FOMs (under the same
regularity condition as what we assume for nonconvex-
constraint problems) (Lin et al., 2019) have achieved
the same-order results as ours, but their empirical per-
formance is generally (much) worse. Hence, our results
close the gap between theory and practice. Thirdly,
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Table 1: Comparison of the complexity results of several methods in the literature to our method to produce an
ε-KKT solution to (1).

Method type objective constraint regularity complexity

iALM (Li and Xu, 2020) AL strongly convex convex none Õ(ε−
1
2 )

convex convex none Õ(ε−1)

QP-AIPP (Kong et al., 2019) penalty nonconvex convex none Õ(ε−3)

HiAPeM (Li and Xu, 2020) hybrid nonconvex convex Slater’s condition Õ(ε−
5
2 )

iPPP (Lin et al., 2019) penalty nonconvex
convex Slater’s condition Õ(ε−

5
2 )

nonconvex none Õ(ε−4)

nonconvex Assumption 3 Õ(ε−3)

iALM (Sahin et al., 2019) AL nonconvex nonconvex Assumption 3 Õ(ε−4)

this paper AL nonconvex convex Assumption 3 Õ(ε−
5
2 )

nonconvex Assumption 3 Õ(ε−3)

our algorithm and analysis are unified for the convex-
constrained and nonconvex-constrained cases. Exist-
ing works on penalty-based FOMs such as (Lin et al.,
2019) need different algorithmic designs and also dif-
ferent analysis techniques to obtain the Õ(ε−

5
2 ) and

Õ(ε−3) results, separately for the convex-constrained
and nonconvex-constrained cases.

Remark 1. An Õ(ε−3) complexity is claimed in Corol-
lary 4.2 in (Sahin et al., 2019). However, this complex-
ity is based on an existing result that was not correctly
referred to. The authors claimed that the complex-
ity of solving each nonconvex composite subproblem is

O

(
λ2
βk
ρ2

εk+1

)
, which should be O

(
λ2
βk
ρ2

ε2k+1

)
; see (Sahin

et al., 2019) for the definitions of λβk , ρ, εk+1. Using
the correctly referred result and following the same proof
in (Sahin et al., 2019), we get a total complexity of
Õ(ε−4).

1.3 Complexity comparison on different
methods

In Table 1, we summarize our complexity results and
several existing ones of first order methods to produce
an ε-KKT solution to (1). We consider several cases
based on whether the objective and the constraints
are convex. Here, constraints being convex means that
the feasible set is convex, or in other words, equality
constraint functions must be affine and inequality con-
straint functions must be convex. Our result matches
the best-known existing results, which are achieved by
penalty-type methods such as the iPPP by Lin et al.
(2019). In practice, AL-type methods usually signifi-
cantly outperform penalty-type methods. Hence, our
method is competitive in theory and can be signifi-
cantly better in practice, as we demonstrated in the
numerical experiments.

1.4 Notations, definitions, and assumptions

We use ‖ · ‖ for the Euclidean norm of a vector and
the spectral norm of a matrix. For a positive integer,
[n] denotes the set {1, . . . , n}. The big-O notation
is used with standard meaning, while Õ suppresses
all logarithmic terms of ε. Given x ∈ dom(h), we
denote Jc(x) as the Jacobi matrix of c at x. We denote
the distance function between a vector x and a set
X as dist(x,X ) = miny∈X ‖x − y‖. The augmented
Lagrangian (AL) function of (1) is

Lβ(x,y) = f0(x) + y>c(x) +
β

2
‖c(x)‖2, (2)

where β > 0 is a penalty parameter, and y ∈ Rl is the
multiplier vector.
Definition 1 (ε-KKT point). Given ε ≥ 0, a point
x ∈ Rn is called an ε-KKT point to (1) if there is a
vector y ∈ Rl such that

‖c(x)‖ ≤ ε, dist
(
0, ∂f0(x) + J>c (x) y

)
≤ ε. (3)

Definition 2 (L-smoothness). A differentiable func-
tion f on Rn is L-smooth if ‖∇f(x1) − ∇f(x2)‖ ≤
L‖x1 − x2‖ for all x1,x2 ∈ Rn.
Definition 3 (ρ-weakly convex). A function g is ρ-
weakly convex if g + ρ

2‖ · ‖
2 is convex.

Remark 2. If f is L-smooth, then it is also L-weakly
convex. However, the weak-convexity constant of a
differentiable function can be much smaller than its
smoothness constant. For example, if f(x) = 1

2x
>Qx+

c>x where Q is a symmetric but indefinite matrix,
then the smoothness constant of f is ‖Q‖, and its
weak-convexity constant is the negative of the smallest
eigenvalue of Q.

Throughout the paper, we make the following assump-
tions about (1). Examples that satisfy these assump-
tions will be given in the experimental section.
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Assumption 1 (smoothness and weak convexity). The
function g in the objective of (1) is L0-smooth and ρ0-
weakly convex. For each j ∈ [l], cj is Lj-smooth and
ρj-weakly convex.

Assumption 2 (bounded domain). h is a simple closed
convex function with a compact domain, i.e.,

D =: max
x,x′∈dom(h)

‖x− x′‖ <∞. (4)

2 A NOVEL AL-BASED FOM WITH
IMPROVED CONVERGENCE
RATE

In this section, we present a novel FOM (see Algo-
rithm 3 below) for solving (1). It follows the standard
ALM framework, similar to AL-based FOMs (Sahin
et al., 2019; Xu, 2019). Notably, different from exist-
ing works, we use an inexact proximal point method
(iPPM) to approximately solve each ALM subproblem.
The complexity result of iPPM has the best dependence
on the smoothness constant. This enables us to obtain
order-reduced complexity results by geometrically in-
creasing the penalty parameter in ALM, as compared
to the AL-based FOMs (Li and Xu, 2020; Sahin et al.,
2019) for nonconvex constrained optimization. Our
whole algorithm has three layers. We analyze the inner
algorithm 1 in Section 2.1, the middle algorithm 2 in
Section 2.2, and the outer algorithm 3 in Section 2.3.

Algorithm 1: Accelerated proximal gradient
method: APG(G,H, µ, LG, ε)

1 Initialization: choose x̄−1 ∈ dom(H) and set

α =
√

µ
LG

; let

x̄0 = x0 = arg min
x

〈∇G(x̄−1),x〉

+ LG
2

∥∥x− x̄−1
∥∥2 +H(x).

2 for t = 0, 1, . . . do
3 Update the iterate by

xt+1 = arg minx〈∇G(x̄t),x〉+ LG
2

∥∥x− x̄t
∥∥2

+H(x),

(5)

x̄t+1 = xt+1 + 1−α
1+α

(xt+1 − xt). (6)4

if dist
(
−∇G(xt+1), ∂H(xt+1)

)
≤ ε, then

output xt+1 and stop.

2.1 Accelerated proximal gradient (APG)
method for convex composite problems

The kernel problems that we solve are a sequence of
convex composite problems in the form of

minimize
x∈Rn

F (x) := G(x) +H(x), (7)

where G is µ-strongly convex and LG-smooth, and H
is a closed convex function. Various optimal FOMs
(e.g., Nesterov (2013, 2004); Beck and Teboulle (2009))
have been designed to solve (7). We choose the FOM
used by Li and Xu (2020) for the purpose of obtain-
ing near-stationary points. Its pseudocode is given in
Algorithm 1.

The next lemma is from (Li and Xu, 2020, Lemma 3).
It gives the complexity result of Algorithm 1.
Lemma 1. Given ε > 0, within at most T iterations,
Algorithm 1 will output a solution xT that satisfies
dist

(
0, ∂F (xT )

)
≤ ε, where

T =

⌈√
LG
µ log

64L2
G(LG‖x−1−x∗‖2+µ‖x∗−x0‖2)

ε2µ + 1

⌉
.

2.2 Inexact proximal point method (iPPM)
for nonconvex composite problems

Each primal subproblem of the ALM for (1) is a non-
convex composite problem in the form of

Φ∗ = minimize
x∈Rn

{
Φ(x) := φ(x) + ψ(x)

}
, (8)

where φ is Lφ-smooth and ρ-weakly convex, and ψ is
closed convex. We propose to use the iPPM to ap-
proximately solve the ALM subproblems. The iPPM
framework has appeared in (Kong et al., 2019). Dif-
ferent from (Kong et al., 2019), we propose to use
APG in Algorithm 1 to solve each iPPM subproblem.
The pseudocode of our iPPM is shown in Algorithm 2.
It appears that our iPPM has more stable numerical
performance.

Algorithm 2: Inexact proximal point method
(iPPM) for (8): iPPM(φ, ψ,x0, ρ, Lφ, ε)

1 Input: x0 ∈ dom(ψ), smoothness Lφ, weak
convexity ρ, stationarity tolerance ε

2 for k = 0, 1, . . . , do
3 Let G(·) = φ(·) + ρ‖ · −xk‖2
4 Call Algorithm 1 to obtain

xk+1 ← APG(G,ψ, ρ, Lφ + 2ρ, ε4 )

5 if 2ρ‖xk+1 − xk‖ ≤ ε
2 , then return xk+1.

The next theorem gives the complexity result. Its proof
is given in the supplementary materials.
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Theorem 1. Suppose Φ∗ is finite. Algorithm 2 must
stop within T iterations, where

T =
⌈
32ρ
ε2 (Φ(x0)− Φ∗)

⌉
. (9)

The output xS must be an ε-stationary point of (8),
i.e., dist(0, ∂Φ(xS)) ≤ ε. In addition, if dom(ψ) is
compact and has diameter Dψ < ∞, then the total

complexity is O
(√

ρLφ
ε2 [Φ(x0)− Φ∗] log

Dψ
ε

)
.

Remark 3. A similar result has been shown by Kong
et al. (2019). It has better dependence on Lφ than that
by Ghadimi and Lan (2016). In addition, in the worst
case, Φ(x0)− Φ∗ is in the same order of Lφ. However,
we will see that for our case, Φ(x0) − Φ∗ can be uni-
formly bounded when Algorithm 2 is applied to solve sub-
problems of ALM even if the penalty parameter (that is
proportional to the smooth constant) in the AL function
geometrically increases. As a result, when the smooth-
ness and weak convexity parameters are both O(ε−1), we
can obtain a total complexity of Õ

(√
ρLΦ

ε2

)
= Õ(ε−3),

which is better than Õ(
L2

Φ

ε2 ) = Õ(ε−4) obtained if the
method in (Ghadimi and Lan, 2016) is applied. This is
the key for us to have order-reduced complexity results,
as compared to (Sahin et al., 2019).

2.3 Inexact augmented Lagrangian method
(iALM) for nonlinear constrained
problems

Now we are ready to present an improved AL-based
FOM for solving (1). Different from existing AL-based
FOMs, our method uses iPPM, given in Algorithm 2,
to approximately solve each subproblem, and also its
dual step size is adaptive to the primal residual. The
pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 3.

In the algorithm and the later analysis, we denote

B0 = max
x∈dom(h)

max
{
|f0(x)|, ‖∇g(x)‖

}
,

Bc = max
x∈dom(h)

‖Jc(x)‖, (10a)

Bi = max
x∈dom(h)

max
{
|ci(x)|, ‖∇ci(x)‖

}
,∀ i ∈ [l],

(10b)

B̄c =
√∑l

i=1B
2
i , L̄ =

√∑l
i=1 L

2
i ,

ρc =

l∑
i=1

Biρi, Lc =

l∑
i=1

BiLi +B2
i , (10c)

where {ρi} and {Li} are given in Assumption 1. Note
that the above constants are all finite under Assump-
tions 1 and 2, and we do not need to evaluate them
exactly but only need upper bounds.

Algorithm 3 follows the standard framework of the
ALM. The existing method that is the closest to ours is

Algorithm 3: Inexact augmented Lagrangian
method (iALM) for (1)

1 Initialization: choose x0 ∈ dom(f0),y0 = 0,
β0 > 0 and σ > 1

2 for k = 0, 1, . . . , do
3 Let βk = β0σ

k, φ(·) = Lβk(·, yk)− h(·), and

ρ̂k = ρ0 + L̄‖yk‖+ βkρc,

L̂k = L0 + L̄‖yk‖+ βkLc.
(11)

4 Call Algorithm 2 to obtain
xk+1 ← iPPM(φ, h,xk, ρ̂k, L̂k, ε)

5 Update y by

yk+1 = yk + wkc(xk+1), (12)

where

wk = w0 min
{

1, γk
‖c(xk+1)‖

}
. (13)

the iALM by Sahin et al. (2019). The main difference
is that we use the iPPM to solve ALM subproblems,
while (Sahin et al., 2019) applies the FOM by Ghadimi
and Lan (2016). This change of subroutine, together
with our new analysis, leads to order-reduced complex-
ity results under the same assumptions. In addition,
we observed from the experiments that our iPPM is
more stable and more efficient on solving nonconvex
subproblems than the subsolver by Sahin et al. (2019).

3 COMPLEXITY RESULTS

In this section, we analyze the complexity result of Algo-
rithm 3. In general, it is difficult to show convergence
rates of AL-based FOMs on nonconvex constrained
problems mainly due to two reasons. First, a station-
ary point of the AL function may not be (near) feasible,
even a large penalty parameter is used. This is essen-
tially different from penalty-based FOMs. Second, the
Lagrangian multiplier cannot be bounded if the dual
step size is not carefully set. We show that, with a
regularity condition and a well-controlled dual step size,
our AL-based FOM can circumvent both issues and
achieve best-known convergence rates.

For simplicity, we let

γk =
(log 2)2‖c(x1)‖

(k + 1)[log(k + 2)]2
, (14)

which has been adopted by Sahin et al. (2019). This
choice of γk will lead to a uniform bound on {yk} and
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simplify our analysis. More complicated analysis with
general {γk} is given in the supplementary materials.

It is impossible to find a (near) feasible solution of a
general nonlinear system in polynomial time. Hence,
a certain regularity condition is necessary in order to
guarantee near-feasibility. Following (Sahin et al., 2019;
Lin et al., 2019), we assume the regularity condition
below on (1).
Assumption 3 (regularity). There is some v > 0 such
that for any k ≥ 1,

v‖c(xk)‖ ≤ dist
(
−Jc(xk)>c(xk), ∂h(x

k)
βk−1

)
. (15)

Remark 4. The intuition of using Assumption 3 is to
ensure near feasibility of a near-stationary point to the
AL function. Without any regularity conditions on the
nonconvex constraints, one cannot even achieve feasi-
bility. It is unclear whether Assumption 3 is stronger or
weaker than other common regularity conditions such
as the Slater’s condition and the MFCQ condition.

Several nonconvex examples that satisfy the regularity
condition are given in (Sahin et al., 2019) and (Lin
et al., 2019), such as the EV and clustering problems in
our experiments. In Section 3.1, we prove that Assump-
tion 3 holds for all affine equality constrained problems
possibly with an additional polyhedral constraint set or
a ball constraint set. Hence, the LCQP problem in our
experiments also has this property. Notice that we only
require the existence of v but do not need to know its
value in our algorithm.

3.1 Convex constraint examples with
regularity condition

In this subsection, we show that the regularity condition
in Assumption 3 can hold for the LCQP problem (22)
that we will test. We prove this for a broader class of
problems, namely, affine-equality constraints problems
with an additional polyhedral constraint set or {x ∈
Rn : Ax = b, ‖x‖ ≤ 1}. The proofs are given in the
supplementary materials.

3.1.1 polyhedral constraint

Let X ⊆ Rn be a compact polyhedral set and h(·) =
ιX(·) be the indicator function on X. Then for any
β > 0 and x ∈ X, ∂h(x)β = NX(x), where NX denotes
the normal cone. We have the result in the claim below.
Claim 1. If X ∩ {x ∈ Rn : Ax = b} 6= ∅, then there
is a constant v > 0 such that ∀x ∈ X,

v‖Ax− b‖ ≤ dist
(
0,A>(Ax− b) +NX(x)

)
, (16)

which implies (15) with c(x) = Ax − b and h(x) =
ιX(x).

By this claim, we let X = {x ∈ Rn : li ≤ xi ≤ ui,∀ i ∈
[n]} and immediately have that the LCQP problem
(22) satisfies the regularity condition in Assumption 3.

3.1.2 ball constraint

Let X = {x ∈ Rn : ‖x‖ ≤ r} be a ball of radius r > 0
and h be the indicator function on X. Then we have
the following result.
Claim 2. Suppose A has full row-rank. In addition,
there exists a x̂ in the interior of X such that Ax̂ = b.
Then there is a constant v > 0 such that (16) holds.

3.2 Main Theorems

We give the main convergence results in this subsec-
tion. Detailed proofs are provided in the supplementary
materials.
Theorem 2 (total complexity of iALM). Suppose that
all conditions in Assumptions 1 through 3 hold. Given
ε > 0, then Algorithm 3 with γk given in (14) needs
Õ(ε−3) APG iterations to produce an ε-KKT solution
of (1). In addition, if c(x) = Ax − b, then Õ(ε−

5
2 )

APG iterations are needed to produce an ε-KKT solu-
tion of (1).
Remark 5. For nonconvex-constrained cases, our com-
plexity result Õ(ε−3) is better than the result Õ(ε−4)
obtained in (Sahin et al., 2019) for an first-order iALM,
and it matches the complexity result of a penalty-based
FOM by Lin et al. (2019). For the affine equality-
constrained case with a composite objective, our result
Õ(ε−

5
2 ) is better than Õ(ε−3) obtained by Li and Xu

(2020) for a first-order iALM and matches the result
of the penalty-based FOM by Lin et al. (2019). Nu-
merically, the iALM-based FOM usually significantly
outperforms a penalty-based FOM, as shown in our
experiments.

In Theorem 2, we required the dual step size wk =

w0 min
{

1, γk
‖c(xk+1)‖

}
, where as in (14),

γk =
(log 2)2‖c(x1)‖

(k + 1)[log(k + 2)]2
.

Numerically, we observed better performance by
slightly deviating from this setting. For example, we
set wk = 1

‖c(xk+1)‖ in all of our trials. This motivates
us to give a more general version of Theorem 2. The
following theorem considers wk = O(kq)

c(xk+1)
and sacri-

fices an order of (log ε−1)q+1 in the total complexity
compared to Theorem 2.
Theorem 3 (complexity of iALM with general dual
step sizes). In Algorithm 3, for some fixed q ∈ Z+∪{0}
and M > 0, let

wk =
M(k + 1)q

‖c(xk+1)‖
,∀k ≥ 0. (17)
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Assume all other conditions of Theorem 2 hold. Then
given ε > 0, Algorithm 3 with wk given in (17) needs
Õ(ε−3) APG iterations to produce an ε-KKT solution
of (1). In addition, if c(x) = Ax − b, then Õ(ε−

5
2 )

APG iterations are needed to produce an ε-KKT solu-
tion of (1).

The proof of the above theorem is very similar to the
proof of Theorem 2, except we have a nonuniform
bound on the dual variable.
Remark 6 (inequality constraints). Although only
equality constraints are considered in (1), our complex-
ity result does not lose generality due to the boundedness
of {yk}. Suppose we solve a problem with both equality
and inequality constraints

minimize
x

f0(x), s.t. c(x) = 0,d(x) ≤ 0. (18)

Introducing a slack variable s ≥ 0, we can have an
equivalent formulation

minimize
x,s≥0

f0(x), s.t. c(x) = 0, d(x) + s = 0. (19)

Suppose the conditions required by Theorem 2 hold.
Then we can apply Algorithm 3 to (19) and obtain
an ε-KKT point (x̄, s̄) with a corresponding multiplier
(ȳ, z̄), i.e.,

dist

(
0,

[
∂f0(x̄)
N+(s̄)

]
+

[
Jc(x̄)>

0

]
ȳ +

[
Jd(x̄)>

I

]
z̄

)
≤ ε,

(20a)

‖c(x̄)‖2 + ‖d(x̄) + s̄‖2 ≤ ε2, s̄ ≥ 0,
(20b)

where N+(s) denotes the normal cone of the nonnega-
tive orthant at s.

By (20a) and the definition of the normal cone, we
have ‖[z̄]−‖ ≤ ε. Let ẑ = z̄ − [z̄]−. Then ẑ ≥ 0, and
if ‖Jd(·)‖ is uniformly bounded, then it follows from
(20a) that

dist
(
0, ∂f0(x̄)Jc(x̄)>ȳ + Jd(x̄)>ẑ

)
= O(ε). (21)

In addition, from (20b), it is straightforward to have
‖c(x̄)‖2 + ‖[d(x̄)]+‖2 ≤ ε2. Furthermore, notice that if
some s̄i = 0, then |di(x̄)| ≤ ε from (20b), and if s̄i > 0,
then |z̄i| ≤ ε from (20a). Finally, use the boundedness
of d and the fact that ‖z̄‖ = O(1) is independent of ε
from the proof of Theorem 2 to have |ẑ>d(x̄)| = O(ε).
Therefore, x̄ is an O(ε)-KKT point of the original prob-
lem (18), in terms of primal feasibility, dual feasibility,
and the complementarity condition.

4 NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we conduct experiments to demonstrate
the empirical performance of the proposed improved

iALM. We consider the nonconvex linearly-constrained
quadratic program (LCQP), generalized eigenvalue
problem (EV), and clustering problem. We compare
our method to the iALM by Sahin et al. (2019) for
all three problems, and also to HiAPeM by Li and
Xu (2020) for the LCQP problem. All the tests were
performed in MATLAB 2019b on a Macbook Pro with
4 cores and 16GB memory. Due to the page limitation,
we put some tables with more details in the supplemen-
tary materials.

4.1 Nonconvex linearly-constrained quadratic
programs (LCQP)

In this subsection, we test the proposed method on
solving nonconvex LCQP:

minx∈Rn
1
2x
>Qx + c>x,

s.t. Ax = b, xi ∈ [li, ui], ∀ i ∈ [n],
(22)

where A ∈ Rm×n, and Q ∈ Rn×n is symmetric and
indefinite (thus the objective is nonconvex). In the
test, we generated all data randomly. The smallest
eigenvalue of Q is −ρ < 0, and thus the problem is ρ-
weakly convex. For all tested instances, we set li = −5
and ui = 5 for each i ∈ [n].

We generated two groups of LCQP instances of different
sizes. The first group had m = 10 and n = 200 and
the second one m = 100 and n = 1000. In each
group, we generated 10 instances of LCQP with ρ = 1.
We compared the improved iALM in Algorithm 3 to
the iALM by Sahin et al. (2019) and the HiAPeM
method by Li and Xu (2020). HiAPeM adopted a
hybrid setting (N0 = 10, N1 = 2) and a pure-penalty
setting (N0 = 1, N1 = 106), where N0 is the number of
initial iALM calls, and afterwards, N1 is roughly the
number of penalty method calls before each iALM call).
The AL function Lβ(·,y) of LCQP is ‖Q + βA>A‖-
smooth and ρ-weakly convex. We set βk = σkβ0 with
σ = 3 and β0 = 0.01 for both iALMs. For the subsolver
of the iALM by Sahin et al. (2019), we set its step size
to 1

2‖Q+βkA>A‖ for the k-th outer iteration, as specified
by Ghadimi and Lan (2016). The tolerance was set
to ε = 10−3 for all instances. In addition, we set the
maximum inner iteration to 106 for all methods.

In the top row of Figure 1, we compare the primal
residual trajectories of our method and the iALM by
Sahin et al. (2019) on one representative instance of
(22). Note the dual residuals of both methods are
below error tolerance at the end of each outer loop. In
Tables 2 and 3, we report, for each method, the primal
residual, dual residual, running time (in seconds), and
the number of gradient evaluation, shortened as pres,
dres, time, and #Grad, averaged across all ten trials.
The complete tables are given in the appendix.
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Table 2: Results by the proposed improved iALM, the
iALM by Sahin et al. (2019), and the HiAPeM by Li
and Xu (2020) on solving a 1-weakly convex LCQP
(22) of size m = 10 and n = 200.

method pres dres time #Grad
proposed improved iALM 4.10e-4 5.49e-4 1.44 34294

iALM in (Sahin et al., 2019) 5.26e-4 1.00e-3 11.03 1235210
HiAPeM with N0 = 10, N1 = 2 1.97e-4 7.53e-4 2.71 172395
HiAPeM with N0 = 1, N1 = 106 3.52e-4 8.20e-4 6.08 493948

Table 3: Results by the proposed improved iALM, the
iALM by Sahin et al. (2019), and the HiAPeM by Li
and Xu (2020) on solving a 1-weakly convex LCQP
(22) of size m = 100 and n = 1000.

method pres dres time #Grad
proposed improved iALM 5.57e-4 8.81e-4 135.47 278395

iALM in (Sahin et al., 2019) 4.45e-4 3.37e-3 1782.6 11186171
HiAPeM with N0 = 10, N1 = 2 3.61e-4 8.16e-4 585.84 3081631
HiAPeM with N0 = 1, N1 = 106 5.46e-4 9.01e-4 991.54 5738336

From the results, we conclude that, to reach an ε-KKT
point to the LCQP problem, the proposed improved
iALM needs significantly fewer gradient evaluations and
takes far less time than all other compared methods.

4.2 Generalized eigenvalue problem

In this subsection, we consider the generalized eigen-
value problem (EV) and compare our method to the
iALM by Sahin et al. (2019).

The EV problem is

minx∈Rn x
>Qx, s.t. x>Bx− 1 = 0, (23)

where Q,B ∈ Rn×n are symmetric, and B is positive
definite. In the test, we set Q = 1

2 (Q̂ + Q̂>) with the
entries of Q̂ independently following from the standard
Gaussian N (0, 1). To ensure B to be positive definite,
we set B = B̄ + (‖B̄‖+ 1)In×n, where B̄ is generated
in the same way as Q. The regularity condition in
Assumption 3 has been shown for (23) by Sahin et al.
(2019). However, we do not have an explicit compact
constraint set, i.e., Assumption 2 is violated. Never-
theless, the feasible region of (23) is bounded because
of the positive definiteness of B. Hence, the tested
methods can still perform well.

Again, we generated two groups of instances of (23),
one with n = 200 and the other n = 1000. Each group
consisted of 10 instances. For (23), we were unable to
obtain an explicit formula of the smoothness constant
Lk and weak convexity constant ρk of the AL function
Lβk(·,yk) for any k. The iALM by Sahin et al. (2019)
used the accelerated first-order method by Ghadimi and

instance of LCQP (22) instance of LCQP (22)
size m = 20 and n = 100 size m = 100 and n = 1000
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Figure 1: Comparison of the proposed iALM and the
existing iALM in (Sahin et al., 2019) on solving the
LCQP (first row), EV (middle row), and clustering (last
row) problems. Each column shows different problem
configurations and dimensions as indicated in the plot
title. Each plot shows the primal residual. The markers
denote the outer iterations in iALM. Dual residuals for
both methods are similar, below a given tolerance ε.

Lan (2016) as a subroutine. We observed divergence by
performing line search to estimate a local smoothness
constant. In order to make it converge, we tuned its
smoothness constant to Lk = 2‖Q‖ + 1000 + 100βk
when n = 200, and Lk = 2‖Q‖ + 100000 + 10000βk
when n = 1000. The weak convexity constant was
tuned to ρk = −0.2 ·min(eig(Q)) + βk.

In the middle row of Figure 1, we compare the primal
residual trajectories of our method and the iALM by
Sahin et al. (2019) on one instance of (23). From the
results, we conclude that, to reach an ε-KKT point to
the EV problem, the proposed improved iALM takes
significantly fewer gradient evaluations (thus shorter
time) than the iALM by Sahin et al. (2019), for both
small-sized and large-sized instances.
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4.3 Clustering problem

In this subsection, we consider the clustering prob-
lem proposed in (Sahin et al., 2019) and compare our
method to the iALM by Sahin et al. (2019). The clus-
tering problem is formulated as

minX∈C
∑n
i,j=1Di,j〈xi,xj〉,

s.t. x>i
∑n
j=1 xj − 1 = 0,∀ i = 1, . . . , n,

(24)

where X = [x>1 , · · · ,x>n ]>, C is the intersection of the
positive orthant with the Euclidean ball of radius s,
and D is the distance matrix generated by a set of data
points {zi}ni=1 such that Di,j = ‖zi − zj‖.

We run two instances, on Iris data set (Dua and Graff,
2017) with n = 150, s = 100, r = 6 and Spambase data
set (Dua and Graff, 2017) with n = 1000, s = 100, r = 4.
We tuned the smoothness constant of iALM by Sahin
et al. (2019) to Lk = 80‖D‖+ 1200βk in order to have
convergence. The weak convexity constant was tuned
to ρk = −0.2r ·min(eig(D)) · βk.

In the bottom row of Figure 1, we compare the primal
residual trajectories of our method and the iALM by
Sahin et al. (2019). From the results, we conclude that,
to reach an ε-KKT point to the clustering problem,
the proposed improved iALM needs significantly fewer
gradient evaluations (thus shorter time) than the iALM
by Sahin et al. (2019). The advantage of our method
is even more significant for the larger-sized instance.

5 CONCLUSION

We have presented an improved iALM for solving non-
convex constrained optimization. Different from exist-
ing iALMs, our iALM uses the iPPM to approximately
solve each subproblem. Under the same regularity
condition as existing works, we explore the better con-
vergence rate of iPPM and the boundedness of AL
functions to establish improved complexity results. To
reach an ε-KKT solution, our method requires Õ(ε−

5
2 )

proximal gradient steps for solving nonconvex opti-
mization with affine-equality constraints. The result
is slightly worsened to Õ(ε−3) if the constraints are
also nonconvex. Both complexity results are so far
the best. Numerically, we demonstrated that the pro-
posed improved iALM could significantly outperform
one existing iALM and also one penalty-based FOM.
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